Your partner for foodservice,
retail and industry

Milk and more
Top quality for satisfied customers

A tradition of quality
Since the day the company was founded in 1901 the
frischli production plants are producing premium milk
products. Today, as an owner-operated company,
frischli is one of the biggest dairies in Germany and
markets dairy products and food on a national and
international scale for retail, foodservice, industry and
export sectors.
The main focus of our cutting-edge industrial production facilities is manufacturing products that can be
kept under unrefrigerated conditions, while fullfilling
the most stringent requirements in terms of product
safety and sensory quality.

Rehburg-Loccum
(Headquarter)

Weißenfels/Saale
frischli’s managing directors:
(from left to right)
Dr. Timo Winkelmann,
Hans Holtorf, Lars Schäkel

Eggenfelden

frischli processes more than 2 million litres of milk per
day. This builds the basis for a wide variety of products
for various market segments – e.g. UHT milk, milk powder, cream, premium convenience products, quark soft
cheese, fresh desserts and single portion packs used
for coffee refinement.

Local production,
global sales & distribution
Since those early beginnings, the owneroperated company has long expanded to
have a presence beyond the German region
of Lower Saxony. In addition to the headquarter located in Rehburg-Loccum, frischli
has production facilities in the regions of
Saxony Anhalt and Bavaria.

Our expertise in milk
and food products

The facts:
we are ISF certified
we have been developing our know-how
for more than 100 years
we are a partner for industry & co-packing
we offer a high level of product safety
we focus on the needs of customers from
food retail, foodservice, export, industry
and co-packing sectors
we offer individual recipe development
for customized products

Milk producers and sustainability
The power driving our business

Milk is the raw material used by
frischli as the key component for all
its products at the same time as being
a healthy and versatile food. More than
1,300 local farmers from the regions
surrounding our 3 sites in RehburgLoccum, Weißenfels and Eggenfelden
deliver their milk to frischli. Due to
their native character, their excellent
know-how and their high level of commitment our milk producers can be
described as outstanding.
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All milk producers are certified in
accordance with the German QM
milk quality management system.
Supported by QM milk, milk audits
and external advisory institutions,
these longlasting partnerships ensure
consistently high quality standards.

By continuously improving how they
look after and feed their cows our
milk producers have contributed to
the progressive upgrading and maintenance of our milk quality.

Sustainability
“Sustainable development means
that environmental aspects are given
equal consideration to social and
economic factors, as well as adding
in animal welfare. Operating with the
aim of ensuring future viability means
that we need to leave behind a sound
environmental, social and economic
structure for our children and grandchildren…” (German Council for
Sustainable Development, Berlin)
For a family company such as frischli
a sense of responsibility for the generations to come has always been a
core element of the corporate philosophy which we live day by day.

We consider environmental
protection and a responsible
approach to natural resources
to be a key factor in operating
on a sustainable, future-oriented
basis.
With these aims in mind, objectives and measures in the areas
of organisation, sustainable milk
production, resource-efficient
manufacturing, environmental
protection and of course for
our employees are defined and
constantly developed.

We do milk since 1901

1901
Hermann Schäkel founds the
Friller Dairy. In the years from 1906
to 1915 eight further dairies are
opened, with Rehburg Central Dairy
being taken over by future
son H. Holtorf.

1969/
70

Frischli introduces aseptic
packaging. The product range
hence expands over the years to
include flavoured milk drinks, UHT
whipping cream, “Creme frischli”,
coffee creamer, cooking cream
and 45 % double cream

Karl Schäkel incorporates the dairies
into Frille and Liebenau in the frischli milk
processing company, Holtorf Schäkel
KG Rehburg, with both production sites
being closed. From now on Rehburg and
Wietzen will be the two main sites.

1973/
74

1979
Leckermäulchen the quark dairy dessert
is initially launched on the East German
market. At the time this sweet treats are
available in two flavours: vanilla – and
when vanilla has been used up: lemon

1987
frischli commences its collaborative
partnership with Nestlé, continuing
right up to today, with respect to
the production and marketing of the
“Nesquik” flavoured milk drink.

1990
In Weißenfels (in the German region of
Saxony Anhalt) frischli works with the
farmers from the local area to establish
a new production site and too expands
its sales territory to the eastern states
of Germany.

1996
Takeover of the Huber Dairy
in Eggenfelden

2001

2015
Completion of the new 40 m high
drying tower in Rehburg with the
aim to double the capacity

The first aseptic bucket facility for
foodservice desserts in Europe

Food Service
Exclusively for Expert Chefs

A whole host of products for
the modern commercial kitchen
frischli offers a wide range of innovative products
exclusively aimed at professional cooks. Developed
by cooks for cooks, all of our products have been fine
tuned to optimally meet the many and various needs
in modern commercial kitchens.

Our extensive product portfolio comprising various
food service specialities stands out from the competition due to how simple and efficient it is to use
our products, their long unrefrigerated shelf life and
versatile range of usage options. Delicious ready-toserve desserts, tasty savoury sauces that satisfy the
most demanding of palates as well as premium cream
and yogurt based semi-finished products help to
make working in commercial kitchens easier as well
as adding finesse to the appetizing dishes you make
for your customers.

We are the market leaders
in ready-to-serve creamy
desserts in wholesale containers.

Premium coffee
additives: Optimum
coffee additives
offering superb quality
and a wide product
range

Food Service
Top quality services

frischli focuses on product users
•
•
•
•

with a dedicated field sales service for users
offering attractive recipe ideas
with regular tasting sessions
providing the relevant information on cost of
goods sold, calculations and time management

At home in the world´s
professional kichens
frischli offers professional chefs throughout Europe
innovative, ready-to-serve products that can be kept
in unrefrigerated conditions, which are ideal for commercial kitchens.
We regularly attend European shows in countries
such as Holland, France, Portugal and Spain, which
has helped us to strengthen and extend business
relationships beyond the borders of Germany.

The facts:
standard products with high levels of sales
on-trend product innovations that are in
line with consumers wishes
consumer friendly packaging units which
are in line with market requirements
international sales and distribution

Retail
frischli in the supermarket

Quality and innovations
Our product portfolio for retail includes products such
as Leckermäulchen desserts, Nesquick ready-to-drink
as well as Creme firschli and Fontana milk desserts
representing the wide range of our refined branded
products.
In addition to our portfolio we produce first class base
products at an optimal UHT quality level, which we also
manufacture as private label brands.

Since 1987 frischli is working in a partnership together
with Nestlé to market and manufacture ready-to-drink
Nesquik on an exclusive basis for the German market.
The integration of the Weißenfels plant meant that
the Leckermäulchen brand that had originated in the
former East Germany became part of the frischli portfolio. Since then it has achieved nationwide success
in Germany with the classic milk quark dessert, the
Leckermäulchen semolina snack and the fine Leckermäulchen dairy mousse in a wide array of varieties to
suit everyone’s taste.

The facts:
standard products with high level sales
attractive brands
consumer friendly packaging units which
are in line with market requirements
products that stand for quality and
first class in food safety

Industry clients
Container & “bag in box” systems

The partner for the food industry

A wide range of products:

frischli is a reliable partner for industry and offers high
grade dairy products for further industrial processing.

viscous food, e.g. sauces and crèmes
formulations containing solid pieces

• gourmet food businesses
• bakeries
• convenience manufacturers

500 kg single-use container

cream, milk, milk drinks

250 kg reusable container

You benefit from:
•

know-how gathered over more than 100 years

•

the highest level in food safety

•

flexibility when it comes to container options

•

new product developments in cooperation
with customers

•

cost-efficient manufacturing and cutting
edge technology

750 kg reusable container
for fresh products

The facts:
premium UHT-quality
differentiated container between
5 kg to 1,000 kg
specially designed for safe handling

Co-packing
Client-developed formulations

frischli is the reliable and
capable partner for co-packing
clients
Drawing on our many years of experience we are
able to act as a capable partner executing the implementation of customer-specific formulations or
even developing your formulation on a joint basis.

Your Label

Thanks to our innovative production technology
and technical know-how we also have the capacity
to produce viscous recipes and recipes containing
solid pieces -– and all this in aseptic packaging
with a long shelf life.
Our clients include national as well as international
brands and manufacturers of brand name goods.
They not only appreciate our superlative product
quality but also our collaborative approach to
working with them.

frischli stands for quality and safety
• our raw material, milk is exclusively sourced
from selected suppliers
• producers, transportation and the manufacturing
process are subject to rigorous quality control
• raw materials and end products undergo ongoing
chemical and microbiological testing

The facts:
filling facilities for liquid products such as
cream, milk and milk drinks
we specialise in providing filling services for
viscous food such as sauces and crèmes
aseptic filling machines for resealable
bucket containers
we also produce formulations containing
solid pieces, such as fruit pieces, rice, etc.
we ensure optimal UHT quality

Export
Premium products for
international markets

International UHT expertise
Food from Germany has proven to be a real export hit.
With dairy coming a close second to meat products in
the food export sector. German dairy products have an
excellent reputation in global markets.
frischli has the capacity to supply a wide range of longlife dairy products ensuring optimal quality for the export
market.

•
•
•
•

aimed at food retailers, foodservice and industry
sales and distribution in Europe
and via importers worldwide
exports for German trading companies

Fontana milk dessert for kids
The extra creamy flavour and rich aroma have
made Fontana the favourite mini snack for kids
of all ages worldwide.

Export
Premium products for
international markets

International food trade fairs have now become a major
fixture on the world stage. frischli‘s regular presence at
these all important shows in Holland, France, Dubai,
China, South Korea, Vietnam, Portugal, Hong Kong and
Myanmar has contributed to strengthening and expanding
international business relationships.
Our wide range of products for end consumers, bulk
consumers und industry partners:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

desserts
long-life yogurt
sour cream
milk and cream products
sauces
milk powder
international desserts
specialities

Yoghurt-Quark Desserts
Tasty dessert made of yogurt and
quark with extra long extended shelf
life in various sorts!

In demand on
the international arena
Wherever possible frischli complies with the
national standards of its international partners
products are adapted in line with regulations
and laws specific to individual countries
product packaging is in the local language
halal and kosher quality is ensured when
the need arises

Headquarters:
frischli Milchwerke GmbH
Bahndamm 4
D-31547 Rehburg-Loccum, Germany
Tel. +49 (0)50 37 / 3 01-0
Fax +49 (0)50 37 / 3 01-120
E-mail: info@frischli.de
frischli Milchwerk Weißenfels GmbH
Tagewerbener Straße 81
D-06667 Weißenfels, Germany
Tel. +49 (0)34 43 / 29 02-0
Fax +49 (0)34 43 / 29 02-120
frischli Milchwerke GmbH & Co.
Huber oHG
Landshuter Straße 105
D-84307 Eggenfelden, Germany
Tel. +49 (0)87 21 / 78 90
Fax +49 (0)87 21 / 78 920

